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Benchmark parameters for CMB polarization experiments
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The recently detected polarization of the cosmic microwave background~CMB! holds the potential for
revealing the physics of inflation and gravitationally mapping the large-scale structure of the universe, if so
called B-mode signals below 1027, or tenths of amK, can be reliably detected. We provide a language for
describing systematic effects which distort the observed CMB temperature and polarization fields and so
contaminate theB modes. We identify 7 types of effects, described by 11 distortion fields, and show their
association with known instrumental systematics such as common mode and differential gain fluctuations, line
cross-coupling, pointing errors, and differential polarized beam effects. Because of aliasing from the small-
scale structure in the CMB, even uncorrelated fluctuations in these effects can affect the large-scaleB modes
relevant to gravitational waves. Many of these problems are greatly reduced by having an instrumental beam
that resolves the primary anisotropies~full width at half maximum!108). To reach the ultimate goal of an
inflationary energy scale of 331015 GeV, polarization distortion fluctuations must be controlled at the
1022–1023 level and temperature leakage to the 1024–1023 level depending on the effect. For example,
pointing errors must be controlled to 1.59 rms for arcminute scale beams or a percent of the Gaussian beam
width for larger beams; low spatial frequency differential gain fluctuations or line cross-coupling must be
eliminated at the level of 1024 rms.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.67.043004 PACS number~s!: 98.70.Vc
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recently detected polarization of the cosmic mic
wave background~CMB! @1# holds subtle imprints in its pat
tern that potentially can reveal the physics of the inflation
epoch@2,3# and provide a new handle on the dark matter a
energy in the universe@4–6#. This curl pattern, the so-calle
B modes, lies at least an order of magnitude down in am
tude compared with the detected main polarization lev
which itself is an order of magnitude lower than the tempe
ture anisotropy. Clearly their detection represents a subs
tial experimental challenge.

Beyond raw sensitivity requirements for instruments@7#,
much attention has already been given in the literature to
aspects of this challenge: astrophysical foregrounds~e.g.
@8–10#! and the survey mask and pixelization~e.g.@11,12#!.
The general requirements imposed on experiments are c
multiple frequency channels and large, contiguous, fin
pixelized areas of sky. The requirements on other instrum
tal properties have received less attention, in part due to
lack of a common language to express their effect onB
modes. Such a language must be expressed in the map
purely instrument, domain sinceB modes reflect a spatia
pattern of polarization, not its state. In this paper, we see
provide such a connective language and conduct an exp
atory study of the impact of these systematic effects on
science ofB modes.

We divide polarization effects into two categories: tho
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which are associated with transfer between polarizat
states of the incoming radiation, mainly induced by the d
tector system~Sec. II!, and those which are associated wi
the anisotropy of CMB polarization and temperature, mai
induced by the finite resolution or beam of the telesco
~Sec. III!. We evaluate their effect onB-mode science in Sec
IV and on polarization statistics in general in the Append

II. POLARIZATION TRANSFER

We begin by reviewing the standard transfer matrix fo
malism for describing polarization detectors in Sec. II A a
illustrate its use in describing the errors in simple polari
eters in Sec. II B. The translation to the map domain is d
cussed in Sec. II C.

A. Description

The polarization state of the radiation is described by
intensity matrix^EiEj* & whereE is the electric field vector
and the angular brackets denote time averaging. As a H
mitian matrix, it can be decomposed into the Pauli basis

P5C^EE†&

5QI1Qs31Us11Vs2 , ~1!

where we have chosen the constant of proportionality so
the Stokes parameters (Q,Q,U,V) have units of temperature
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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under the assumption of a blackbody spectrum. Note that
Stokes parameters are recovered from the matrix
(tr@ IP#/2, . . . ,tr@s2P#/2). We will assume thatV50 on the
sky.

The instrumental response to the radiation modifies
incoming state before detection and is generally describe
a transfer or Jones matrixJ ~e.g. @13#; introduced into the
CMB context by@14#!, where

Eout5JEin . ~2!

The polarization matrix is then transformed as

Pout5JPinJ
†. ~3!

With a single transfer system, the incoming polarization c
be recovered if the transfer matrix of the instrumental
sponseĴ is known and invertible,

P̂in5 Ĵ21Pout~ Ĵ†!21

5~ Ĵ21J!Pin~ Ĵ21J!†. ~4!

We shall see that it is often the case in practice that o
certain components of the polarization may be recovered

The errors in the transfer matrix determination will the
mix the determined Stokes parameters according to the
eral transformation rule~3! with a new transfer matrix

Ĵ21J5I1
1

2S ac1g1c g2c22vc

g2c12vc ac2g1c
D , ~5!

where we parametrized the components with a set of 4, p
sibly complex, numbers (ac ,g1c ,g2c ,vc).

Now let us evaluate the error in the Stokes parameter
first order in the real and imaginary parts of the error para
eters@e.g. Re(ac)[a,Im(ac)[ai ]:

d~Q6 iU ![~Q̂6 iÛ !2~Q6 iU !

5~a6 i2v!~Q6 iU !1~g16 ig2!Q. ~6!

The main effects are a miscalibration of the polarization a
plitude described bya, a rotation of the orientation by a
angle v, and a ‘‘shearing’’ of the temperature signal in
polarization described by (g1 ,g2), which we will call
monopole leakage for reasons that will be clear below. N
that the imaginary pieces cancel to first order and do
appear in Eq.~6!. Furthermore terms that couple the pa
(Q1 iU , Q2 iU ) arise only at second order for a sing
transfer system. This need not be the case with meas
ments through multiple transfer systems. Note that in
CMB context, monopole leakage from (g1 ,g2) is particu-
larly dangerous since the isotropic signal is a factor of 106 or
more larger than the expected polarization.

B. Instrumental correspondence

Let us consider a few simple polarimeters that direc
measure the polarized signal from a single spot on the
~see Fig. 1; for state of the art techniques, see e.g.@16#!. Here
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the incoming radiation is split into two, ideally orthogona
components,E1 and E2 ~using, for example an orthomod
transducer or OMT!. These components are possibly amp
fied and coupled into a detector that measures the pola
tion either by differencing or by correlation. Ideally th
transfer matrix of the components that split and couple
radiation into the detector is proportional to the identity m
trix: Ĵ}I . In reality it contains systematic errors so th
Ĵ21J}J. Let us parametrize these errors as@15#

Ĵ21J5S 11g1 e1eif1

e2e2 if2 ~11g2!eiaD , ~7!

whereg1,2 are fluctuations in the gains~or, more generally,
coupling efficiencies! of the two lines,a is the phase differ-
ence between the lines,e1,2 express the non-orthogonality o
cross-coupling between the lines, andf1,2 are the phases o
these couplings.

First consider the simple differencing of the time ave
aged intensity in the two lineŝE1E1* &2^E2E2* &. This forms
an estimate ofQ in a coordinate system attached to the
strument~e.g. @15#!. Under the assumption thatg1,2,e1,2,a
!1,

dQ5~g11g2!Q2~e2cosf22e1cosf1!U1~g12g2!Q,
~8!

so common-mode gain fluctuations act as a normaliza
errora5(g11g2) on Q, the cross-couplings act as a rotatio
v5(e2cosf22e1cosf1)/2 and differential gain fluctuations
leak temperature into polarizationg15(g12g2). Bolometer
systems can be modeled with this setup, although the me
of separating the two polarization states and the exact m
ing of the parameters may differ~see@17# for polarization
sensitive bolometers!. For example, the rotational paramet
can arise from non-orthogonal polarizing filters.

FIG. 1. Block diagram for simple polarimeters. The orthomo
transducer~OMT! separates two orthogonal linear polarizatio
states with a leakage between the two characterized by (e1 ,e2).
After amplification with gain fluctuations (g1 ,g2) the polarization
state is detected by one or more of the following techniques: dif
encing the lines to produceQ, correlating the lines to produceU,
correlating the lines with a phase shiftf5p/2 to produceV. The
roles of Q and V may be interchanged by placing a quarter-wa
plate at the front end.
4-2
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Now consider a simple correlation polarimeter where
signal in the two lines are correlated as^E1E2* & which forms
an estimate ofU in the instrument basis~e.g.@15#!. Then the
errors in the determination become

dU5~g11g2!U1~e2cosf22e1cosf1!Q

1~e1cosf11e2cosf2!Q, ~9!

so againa5(g11g2),v5(e2cosf22e1cosf1)/2 but leak-
age fromQ into U is given by g25(e1cosf11e2cosf2).
Instead of differential gain fluctuations, the cross-coupl
between the lines is responsible for the monopole leakag
a correlation system.

Notice that under the assumption ofa!1 and vanishing
intrinsic V, the phase errora does not appear to first order.
is instructive to consider the case wherea is large, saya
5p/2. In this case the correlation polarimeter actually m
suresV not U ~see Fig. 1!. In general, the phase errora
rotatesU into V.

A complex correlation polarimeter actually takes adva
tage of the (U,V) rotation to measure (Q,U) simultaneously
~e.g.@18#!. Here, circular polarization states are coupled in
the lines using, for example a quarter wave plate before
OMT. This effectively convertsQ into V in the instrument
basis. The Jones matrix of the quarter wave plate is@14#

J1/4~u!5
1

A2
S 2cos 2u2 i sin 2u

sin 2u cos 2u2 i D , ~10!

whereu gives the orientation of the plate with respect to t
OMT ~ideally u5p/4). After amplification, the signal can b
coupled into two different correlators, which include diffe
ent phase shifts between the lines. These additional p
shifts can be represented with the transfer function

Jphase~f!5S 1 0

0 eifD . ~11!

For one correlatorf is set to zero, yielding an estimate ofU,
while the other correlator hasf5p/2, providing an estimate
of Q.

Now let us consider the effect of certain imperfection
Consider the actual transfer matrices of the two correlati
to be

JU5Jline~g1 ,g2 ,e1 ,e2!J1/4~p/41b!, ~12!

JQ5Jphase~p/21c!Jline~g1 ,g2 ,e1 ,e2!J1/4~p/41b!,

and the assumed transfer matrices to be

ĴU5J1/4~p/4!, ~13!

ĴQ5Jphase~p/2!J1/4~p/4!,
04300
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where the line matrix is taken from Eq.~7! with the phase
factors set to zero for simplicity. Then the errors become

d~Q6 iU !5@~g11g2!62ib#~Q6 iU !

1cU1~e11e2!Q. ~14!

The new feature in this system that was not present in
simple correlation polarimeter is an asymmetry betweenQ
andU which is first order in the phase errorc. More gener-
ally, a technique that simultaneously measuresQ andU may
have separate transfer properties~calibration, rotation, etc.!
that appear as a coupling of opposite spin statesQ1 iU and
Q2 iU . We will call such effects spin flip terms.

The Jones matrix formalism can be applied to more co
plicated polarimeters, such as interferometers@20#, or other
systematics such as the finite emissivity of dish polarime
@19#. It can also be generalized to polarimeters with effe
tively more than two arms, e.g. multiple bolometers w
polarizing filters set at different angles@21#, by expanding
the transfer matrix in Eq.~3! to anndetector32 matrix and the
Stokes estimators to be the minimum variance linear com
nation of intensities. In general, the systematic errors in
detector system will lead to calibration errors, rotation
linear polarization, leakage of temperature into polarizati
and coupling between the two spin statesQ6 iU .

C. Map distortions

Errors in the polarization sensitivity of the detector sy
tem that vary with time will translate into errors in the p
larization sky maps that vary with position. Map makin
generally proceeds by modeling the time ordered data a
vector of numbersd ~e.g. @22#!,

d5As1n, ~15!

wheren is the instrumental noise ands is the model of the
signal, say$Q(n̂1),U(n̂1), . . . ,Q(n̂np

),U(n̂np
)% for a sky

map withnp pixels. HereA is the pointing matrix and in its
simplest incarnation just encodes the sky pixel at which
instrument is pointed at the given time. More generally t
pointing matrix also encodes the beam and the chopp
strategy where different pointings are differenced to remo
systematic offsets. The additional complication for polariz
tion is that the pointing matrix also has to encode the ori
tation of the instrument to transform (Q,U) in the instrument
basis to the fixed sky. This is an advantage since system
errors like the monopole leakage (g1 ,g2) are fixed to the
instrument basis and not the sky. For example, a stable l
age may be subtracted by changing the orientation by 90

More generally, given the statistical properties of t
noiseN5^nnt&, the minimum variance map reconstructio
is

ŝ5@AtNA#21AtNd. ~16!

This weighting of the data vector then also describes
transformation of the instrumental systematic errors to err
in the map. In the simplest case of white detector noise, fi
4-3
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instrument orientation, simultaneousQ andU detection and
no chopping, the weighting simply averages thenp separate
pointings for each pixel~see@14# for examples of how in-
strument orientation improves Stokes recovery!. If the sys-
tematic fields, e.g. the calibration errora(t), were uncorre-
lated in time, they would remain so in the map but with
variance that is reduced bynp . Low frequency temporal cor
relations in the systematics will produce correlated noise
the map. This is generally controlled by spatially cros
linking the scans@23,24# which in the polarization contex
has the additional benefit of providing different instrume
orientations~see@25# for the Planck scan strategy!. A noise
power of the 1/f form will typically lead to spatial correla-
tions between white and 1/l noise@26#, wherel is the angular
frequency or multipole moment~see Sec. IV A!. Note that
even a 1/l spectrum gets most of its variance from highl and
so contamination at the pixel or beam scale will be of p
ticular interest in Sec. IV.

Since the translation between the temporal and map
mains is conceptually straightforward but highly depend
on the scanning strategy, we parameterize the systemati
rors directly in the map,

d@Q6 iU #~ n̂!5@a6 i2v#~ n̂!@Q6 iU #~ n̂!1@ f 16 i f 2#~ n̂!

3@Q7 iU #~ n̂!1@g16 ig2#~ n̂!Q~ n̂!. ~17!

These correspond to calibration and rotation, spin-flip c
pling and monopole leakage errors as they appear in the m

III. LOCAL CONTAMINATION

In the previous section, we dealt with polarization trans
in a single, perfectly known, direction on the sky. An expe
ment necessarily has finite resolution and thus there is
additional class of contamination associated with the res
tion or beam of the experiment. We will consider here co
tamination from a local coupling between the Stokes para
eters which models low order anisotropy in the polariz
beams.

A. Description

Let us consider the local mixing of the polarization a
temperature fields in maps smoothed by the average bea
the experiment. The rotational properties of the polarizat
field dictate that the errors will take the form

d@Q6 iU #~ n̂;s!5sp~ n̂!•¹@Q6 iU #~ n̂;s!

1s@d16 id2#~ n̂!@]16 i ]2#Q~ n̂;s!

1s2q~ n̂!@]16 i ]2#2Q~ n̂;s!1•••,

~18!

wherep and d are vector~spin-1! fields, andq is a scalar
field. Heres is the Gaussian width of the beam. These fie
p, d, andq represent sensitivity to structure in the fields
the scale of the beam. We will call these the pointing er
dipole leakage and quadrupole leakage respectively for
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sons that will become clear below. The truncation of t
local coupling at the dipole level for the polarization and t
quadrupole level for the temperature is motivated by the c
respondence of these effects to known systematic err
Higher order terms represent higher order anisotropy in
polarized beams. These terms have their form dictated by
properties of the polarization field under rotation and can
included in a straightforward manner as necessary fo
given instrument.

B. Instrumental correspondence

Local couplings are primarily due to imperfections in th
beams. Even a perfectly on-axis, azimuthally symmetric te
scope will not in general produce a completely azimutha
symmetric and perfectly polarized beam. In general the be
has a finite ellipticity along the axis of polarization, and the
is a ‘‘cross-polar’’ beam which couples to the ‘‘wrong’’ po
larization state~additional asymmetries may appear in o
axis telescopes@15#!. Both these imperfections arise becau
the surface normal to the optics has different orientatio
with respect to the polarization axis depending on where
incident radiation strikes the telescope@13,28#.

As an illustrative model of these effects, consider the c
where the receiver on the telescope is a simple differenc
polarimeter. Here the effects of the cross-polar beams ar
second order, and will be ignored. Radiation from the sky
then coupled into one line of the detector through a perfe
polarized beam:

B~ n̂;b,e!5
1

2ps2~12e2!
expF2

1

2s2 S ~n12b1!2

~11e!2

1
~n22b2!2

~12e!2 D G , ~19!

whereb is the offset between the beam center and the
sired direction on the sky,s is the mean beamwidth, ande is
the ellipticity @29#. These parameters are different for th
different polarizations, and the difference in the beams en
into theQ measurement,

B~ n̂;ba ,ea!2B~ n̂;bb ,eb!. ~20!

To first order in the sums and differences of the ellipticiti
and pointing errors,

sp5~ba1bb!/2,

sbd5~ba2bb!/2,

es5~ea1eb!/2,

q5~ea2eb!/2, ~21!

we obtain
4-4
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Q̂~ n̂;s!5E dn̂8B~ n̂8!H Q~ n̂1n̂81sp!1F S bd•n̂8

s
D

1
q

s2 ~n28
22n18

2!GQ~ n̂1n̂8!J ,

'Q~ n̂;s!1sp•¹Q~ n̂;s!1sbd•¹Q~ n̂;s!

1s2q@]1
22]2

2#Q~ n̂;s!, ~22!

where the average beamB(n̂)5B(n̂;0,0) and we drop sec
ond derivative terms inQ. A difference in the mean beam
width of the two beams, not included here, has the sa
form as a contribution to the monopole leakage except
the filter for the temperature field is the beam difference
beam and is not simply a low pass filter. It can be included
needed in a straightforward fashion.

A pointing offset in both beams becomes a gradient c
pling in polarization and a differential beam ellipticity o
‘‘squash’’ becomes a coupling to the temperature quadrup
These have a clear correspondence with the local contam
tion model of Eq. ~18!. A differential pointing offset or
‘‘squint’’ translates into coupling to the temperature dipo
The exact correspondence with the model is not precise s
the leakage does not truly behave as a false polarization.
example under rotation of the instrument byp, the falseQ
reverses sign. The model of Eq.~18! with d referenced to the
sky ~not the instrument! does transform as polarization an
so should be viewed as the residual dipole sensitivity a
correction.

It is important to note that the systematic errors from
monopole and dipole leakage can be controlled by a rota
of the instrument~see@14# for specific examples!. However
the quadrupolar couplingcannot. It behaves precisely as
polarization under rotation of the instrument. For examp
even a circularly symmetric temperature hot spot becom
radial pattern of polarization through its local quadrupo
moment.

These leakage terms also appear if the receiver is a
relation polarimeter. In this case, the leakage from temp
ture to polarization is due to the amplitude and shape of
cross-polar beam instead of asymmetries in the main b
@15#. However, because both of these imperfections hav
common origin in the variations in the boundary conditio
at optical surfaces, it turns out that a differencing system
correlation polarimeter will obtain similar leakage terms d
to the local effects~after accounting for the orientation of th
receiver with respect to the optics! @27,30#. Interferometric
polarimeters have related effects on the scale of the prim
beam although some of the implications forB modes will
differ since the measured modes are below the beam s
@31#.

If stable, these effects can be removed given a beam m
surement and the true temperature field on the sky using
formalism of anisotropic polarized beams@32,33#. Moreover,
as the circularly symmetric hot spot example implies,
stable quadrupole leakage produces noB mode in the polar-
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ization map ~see Sec. IV B!. It is the instability in these
effects or errors in the subtraction that appear as errors in
map.

IV. B-MODE CONTAMINATION

We study here the implications of polarization trans
and local contamination on theB modes of the polarization
In Sec. IV A, we give the harmonic representation of t
polarization and contamination fields. In Sec. IV B, we co
pute the contamination to theB power spectrum from polar
ization distortion and temperature leakage. We explore
implications of these effects in Sec. IV C.

A. Field representation

The polarization and contamination fields may in gene
be decomposed into harmonics appropriate to their prope
under rotation or spin. For small sections of the sky, th
harmonics are simply plane waves@34,35#; in the Appendix
we treat the general all-sky case. We will follow the conve
tion that a complex fieldS of spin 6s is decomposed as

@S16 iS2#~ n̂!5~71!sE d2l

~2p!2
@Sa6 iSb#~ l!e6 isf l, ~23!

where cosfl5lx /l. The complex polarizationQ6 iU is a
spin 62 field and we will follow the conventional nomen
clature that its harmonics are namedE6 iB. This property
requires the calibrationa, rotationv, and quadrupole leak
age to be spin-0 fields, the pointingp16 ip2 and dipole leak-
age d16 id2 to be 61 fields, the monopole leakageg1
6 ig2 to be 62 fields, and the spin flipf 16 i f 2 to be 64
fields. For spin61 fieldsSa is the divergence-free part an
Sb is the curl-free part.

Under the assumption of statistical isotropy of the field
their two point correlations are defined by their~cross! power
spectra

^S~ l!* S8~ l8!&5~2p!2d~ l2 l8!Cl
SS8 , ~24!

where S,S8 are any of the fields. In particular, the CM
polarization is described byCl

EE andCl
BB and the CMB tem-

perature byCl
QQ . Note thatCl

BB50 for scalar fluctuations in
linear theory. For definiteness, let us take as a fiducial mo
a baryon density ofVbh250.02, cold dark matter density o
Vch

250.128, a cosmological constant ofVL50.65, reion-
ization optical deptht50.05, an initial amplitude of comov
ing curvature fluctuations ofdz54.7931025 ~@36# or s8
50.92), and a scalar spectral index ofn51 in a spatially flat
universe. Power spectra for the fiducial model are shown
Fig. 2. It is the large range in expected signals that makes
contamination problem forBB so problematic.

We will calculate the contamination to theB-mode polar-
ization power spectrum assuming no intrinsicB modes and
generally will plot

DB[S l ~ l 11!

2p
Cl

BBD 1/2

~25!
4-5
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in units of mK. The general case is given in the Appendix
Although the distortion fields need not be statistically is

tropic, for illustrative purposes we will take contaminatio
fields with power spectra of the form

Cl
SS}exp@2 l ~ l 11!aS

2#, ~26!

i.e. white noise above some coherence scaleaS . The nor-
malization constant is set so that

AS
25E d2l

~2p!2 Cl
SS. ~27!

The set (AS ,aS) then characterizes the rms and coherence
the contamination field.

B. B modes

The changes to theB-mode harmonics due to the calibr
tion, rotation, spin flip and pointing take the form

dB~ l!5E d2l 1

~2p!2 S~ l1!E~ l2!WS~ l1 ,l2!, ~28!

with l25 l2 l1 and

Wa5sin@2~f l 2
2f l !#,

Wv52 cos@2~f l 2
2f l !#,

Wpa
5s~ l23 l̂1!• ẑsin@2~f l 2

2f l !#,

Wpb
5s~ l2• l̂1!sin@2~f l 2

2f l !#,

Wf a
5sin@2~2f l 1

2f l 2
2f l !#,

Wf b
5cos@2~2f l 1

2f l 2
2f l !#, ~29!

FIG. 2. Scalar CMB power spectra in temperature (QQ) and
E-mode polarization (EE) compared withB-mode polarization due
to gravitational lensing and gravitational waves at the maxim
allowable 2.631016 GeV @39# and minimum detectable 3.2
31015 GeV level@40# ~see text!. The cold dark matter model with a
cosmological constant (LCDM) shown has parameters given
Sec. IV A.
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for the various effects. Herel15 l 1 l̂1. These relations imply
contamination to theBB power spectrum of

dCl
BB5(

SS8
E d2l 1

~2p!2 Cl 1
SS8Cl 2

EE~s!WS* WS8 , ~30!

where

Cl
EE~s!5Cl

EEexp@2 l ~ l 11!s# ~31!

is theEE power spectrum smoothed over the average be
Similarly the change due to temperature leakage can

described by

dB~ l!5E d2l 1

~2p!2S~ l1!Q~ l2!WS~ l1 ,l2!, ~32!

with

Wga
5sin@2~f l 1

2f l !#,

Wgb
5cos@2~f l 1

2f l !#,

Wda
52~ l 2s!cos@f l 1

1f l 2
22f l #,

Wdb
5~ l 2s!sin@f l 1

1f l 2
22f l #,

Wq52~ l 2s!2sin@2~f l 2
2f l !#, ~33!

leading to

dCl
BB5(

SS8
E d2l 1

~2p!2 Cl 1
SS8Cl 2

QQ~s!WS* WS8 ~34!

for the power spectrum contamination@37#.
A few limiting cases are worth noting before proceedi

to specific examples. Ifl 1@ l as is the case for power in th
contamination field at much smaller scales than thel of in-
terest,l 1' l 2 and f1'2f2. The geometric factors in Eqs
~29! and~33! cause all effects to efficiently produceB modes
except the pointing curlpa where the cross product vanishe
In the opposite limitl 1! l then l 2' l and f2'f. Here the
calibration a, pointing terms, and quadrupole leakage a
geometrically suppressed. The reason is clear from the na
of the effects: a uniform distortion in any of these quantit
does not produce aB mode.

C. Scientific impact

CosmologicalB modes come from two main source
gravitational waves, also known as tensor perturbati
@2,3#, and gravitational lensing of polarization by the larg
scale structure of the universe@4#. Aside from small but in-
teresting effects due to the dark energy, reionization a
massive neutrinos, the gravitational lensingB modes can be
predicted given parameters extracted from the CMB te
4-6
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FIG. 3. Coherence dependence ofB-mode contamination~a! for calibrationa with rmsAa51022; ~b! for monopole leakagega ,gb with
Aga

5Agb
51023 added in quadrature. The beam scale is full width at half maximum~FWHM!5(8 ln 2)1/2s518 to remove beam effects an

the FWHM coherence (8 ln 2)1/2a is stepped from 2568 to 48 in factors of 2. Other effects follow the trend of calibration errors, n
monopole leakage. For a coherence large compared with the CMB acoustic peaks,B contamination picks up their underlying structure. He
and in the following figures, the gravitational lensing and minimum detectable gravitational wave (Ei53.231015 GeV) B modes are shown
for reference~thick shaded lines!. The scaling withEi of the peak in theB-mode spectrum is shown on the right hand axis.
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perature spectrum. The gravitational lensing prediction in
fiducial model is shown in Figs. 2–5 as the shaded top l

Under slow-roll inflation, the initial amplitude of the
gravitational wave spectrum is parameterized by the ene
scale of inflationEi and its spectrum is nearly scale inva
ant. It predicts aB-mode power spectrum amplitude with
peak atl'90 of @38#

DBpeak50.024S Ei

1016 GeV
D 2

mK. ~35!

Under reasonable cosmological assumptions, the promin
of the acoustic peaks in the CMB temperature anisotrop
constrains the amplitude of the gravitational wave spectr
04300
e
.

y

ce
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m

and so the energy scale to beEi,2.631016 GeV @39#. If the
energy scale is less thanEi,3.231015 GeV, then even with
a direct reconstruction of the lensing signal@6#, a significant
detection of the inflationaryB modes cannot be achieved
I590 ~the reionization signature atI&10 in principle can
bring this to 231016 GeV at the price of even more stringe
control over systematics@40#!. These two extremes ar
shown in Fig. 2 and are used in Figs. 3–5, to mark the ra
across which the systematic errors need to be controlled.
will take the prediction for the middle of this range (Ei
51016 GeV) as the minimal level to which a next generati
polarization mission must reduce errors. For reference, w
no systematics or foregrounds the Planck satellite@41# can in
principle achieve a 1s bound ofEi51.131016 GeV @36#.
FIG. 4. Beam dependence ofB-mode contamination for~a! pointing with a rmsApa
5Apb

51022 ~in units of the Gaussian beamwidth!

added in quadrature;~b! quadrupole leakage with a rmsAq50.002 ~in units of differential beam ellipticity!. The coherencea is set to
max@s,108/(8 ln 2)1/2# and the beam is stepped from 1288 to 28 in factors of 2.
4-7
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FIG. 5. All effects for a beam and coherence of FWHM5(8 ln 2)1/2s5108. ~a! Polarization distortion for a rms ofA51022 from
calibrationa, rotationv (0.6° rms), pointing (pa ,pb) (2.59 rms), and spin flip (f a , f b). ~b! Temperature leakage for a rms ofA51023 from
monopole (ga ,gb), dipole (da ,db) and quadrupole~q! terms. The ‘‘b’’ component of each effect is shown with dashed lines.
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Given that the inflationaryB modes peak atl'90, one
might naively assume that only contamination fields w
coherence corresponding to degree scales would be prob
atic. However because Eqs.~28! and ~32! represent mode
coupling, this expectation is incorrect. The problem is t
the intrinsic power in the CMB polarization fields as well
the temperature gradient and second derivative fields pea
the scale associated with the diffusion scale at recomb
tion, now observationally determined to bel'103 or 108 by
the CBI experiment@42#. In Fig. 3a, we show the effect of
calibration error with the same rmsAa51022 but different
coherence scalesaa . For coherence scales abov
(8 ln 2)1/2aa5108, the contamination actually increases
the coherence scale decreases. For most effects, the c
ence scale that gives the maximum total contamination is
larger of the beam scale and;108. The mathematical reaso
is that the mode coupling setsl5 l11 l2 which forms a tri-
angle with sides (l ,l 1 ,l 2). For CMB power atl2@ l contami-
nation power atl 1' l 2 causes most of the leakage by formin
a flattened triangle.

The exception is the monopole leakage which takes po
out of the CMB temperature power spectrum itself, not d
rivative power spectra which are weighted by factors ol.
Here the most damaging coherence scale is associated
the first peak in the CMB atl'200 ~see Fig. 2! which is
dangerously close to thel;100 scale of interest for gravita
tional waves. Figure 3b illustrates this problem and sho
that degree scale fluctuations in monopole leakage from
frequency effects must be controlled to substantially be
than 1023 rms for Ei,1016 GeV.

Pointing, dipole and quadrupole leakage errors are
pressed in terms of fractions of the beam and hence
depend strongly on the beam scale. The contaminationl
'90 from pointing errors of a fixed fraction of the bea
holds roughly constant for beam sizes above a FWH
'108. At this point most of the structure in the underlyin
CMB fields becomes resolved and the contamination
pends on the absolute pointing error relative to the CMB 18
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coherence~see Fig. 4!. Pointing problems must be con
strained to better than the larger of 1021 of the Gaussian
beamwidth or 159 absolute rms forEi,1016 GeV and must
reach 1022 of the beamwidth or 1.59 absolute to be safely
irrelevant. These are demanding requirements for ballo
based experiments where pendulation has in the past ca
pointing errors that are a sizable fraction of the beam.

The quadrupole leakage provides a more extreme
ample. Contamination for a fixed rms differential ellipticit
strongly increases with increasing beam and so a beam,108
FWHM greatly reduces the contamination. The dipole lea
age lies in between these two cases in sensitivity to the b
scale. In Fig. 5 we show all of the effects, for a choice
beam and coherence of FWHM5108 and a rms of 1022 for
polarization distortions and 1023 for temperature leakage.

It is useful to have an approximate scaling for the rm
amplitude of the systematic needed to make the contam
tion on the same level~at l 590) as a given target inflation

TABLE I. Scaling parameters for contamination effects with
coherence of the beam scales and 2°.CS represents the minimum
rms required to not exceed a signal atEi51016 GeV; the ultimate
limit of 3.231015 GeV would require an order of magnitud
smaller rms.

Type CS (s) pS (s) CS (2°) pS (2°)

Calibrationa 0.060 20.3 0.049 0.0
Rotationw 0.015 20.3 0.011 0.0
Pointingpa 0.75 21.3 0.53 21.0
Pointingpb 0.098 20.7 0.57 21.0
Flip f a 0.061 20.3 0.046 0.0
Flip f b 0.059 20.3 0.045 0.0
Monopolega 0.0023 20.9 0.0006 0.0
Monopolegb 0.0019 20.9 0.0005 0.0
Dipole da 0.0077 21.3 0.0053 21.0
Dipole db 0.0077 21.3 0.0056 21.0
Quadrupoleq 0.0124 21.5 0.0394 22.0
4-8
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ary energy scale. Let us approximate the rms as a power
in the FWHM of the beam:

AS5CSS Ei

1016 GeV
D 2S FWHM

108
D pS

. ~36!

In Table I, we give the coefficientsCS andpS for two choices
of the coherence scale:aS5s and (8 ln 2)1/2aS52°. The
beam dependence is calculated locally around 108 and
should not be used to extrapolate results far from this.

V. DISCUSSION

We have provided a fairly general description of the ph
nomenology of systematic errors that can occur in polar
tion maps, their correspondence with known classes of
strumental problems, and their impact on the science oB
modes. Instability in the systematic effects or errors in th
removal lead to residual contamination in the polarizat
maps that are parameterized by 7 fields, 4 of which have
components each, for a total of 11 distortion parameters
position on the sky or multipole moment. These errors
associated with calibration, rotation, pointing~2!, spin flip
~2!, monopole leakage~2!, dipole leakage~2! and quadrupole
leakage. The three temperature leakage effects are name
the type of temperature fluctuation across the beam scale
they respond to and are especially dangerous due to the
tremely low level of polarization expected in theB modes.
Monopole leakage generally arises in the receiver; dip
and quadrupole leakage are associated with asymmetrie
the beam. Monopole and dipole leakage can be controlle
rotation of the instrument; quadrupole leakage cannot.

We have illustrated these problems by modelling the fl
tuations in these contamination fields with a rms amplitu
and coherence. In general, it isnot sufficient to control the
fluctuations in the field on the degree scales of interest
gravitational waveB modes. Because all of these effec
transfer power from the CMB fluctuations themselves,
most dangerous fluctuations are those that are on the s
scale as most of the power in the CMB fields. For all but
monopole leakage effect, which can draw power out of
first acoustic peak, the underlying power lies at the diffus
damping scale ofl;103 or ;108. Unless the beam resolve
this scale, even uncorrelated white noise fluctuations in
fields can substantially contaminate low multipoles inB.

The interplay between the beam scale and 108 coherence
scale of the CMB fields plays an especially important role
pointing, dipole leakage and quadrupole leakage. Th
problems couple local derivatives of the CMB fields in
false polarization signals. They can largely be eliminated
the beam is sufficiently small so that the CMB fields a
smooth across the beam scale. Small beams are also d
able for constructing weak lensing mass maps from
B-mode polarization@6#.

Based on the systematic errors of the current genera
of experiments, these problems should be challenging bu
insurmountable. The DASI instrument had percent le
monopole leakage which was stable at the fractional per
level and quadrupole leakage also at the percent level w
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was highly stable. It also had rotational uncertainties at
percent level@31#. The PIQUE instrument had a monopo
leakage at under the percent level and a dipole leakage at
than 2.5%@43#. The polarization sensitive bolometers for th
upcoming Boomerang experiment@17# and planned for
Planck have monopole leakage at the percent level but
claimed to be very stable.

This exploratory study of polarization effects should he
to provide some rough guidance on the long road ahead
ward the ultimate goal of detecting the gravitational wav
from inflation.
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APPENDIX: GENERAL TREATMENT

The flat sky expansion in Eq.~23! may be generalized by
decomposing the fields as@4#

@S16 iS2#~ n̂!5~ i !s(
lm

@Sa6 iSb# lm 6sYlm~ n̂!,

where sYlm is the spin-s spherical harmonic@44#.
The corrections to theE andB harmonics of the polariza

tion from the distortion fieldScan be generally expressed

dXlm
6 5~21!m(

l 1m1
(
l 2m2

A~2l 11!~2l 111!~2l 211!

4p

3S l l 1 l 2

2m m1 m2
DSl 1m1

LSaS
6~eS

1Xl 2m2

6 1eS
2Xl 2m2

7 !,

~A1!

whereX1[E, X2[ iB andSPa,v,pa ,pb , f a , f b and

ea,pb

6 5
1

2
@16~21! l 1 l 11 l 2#,

ev,pa

6 5
1

2
@17~21! l 1 l 11 l 2#,

ef a

656
1

2
@16~21! l 1 l 11 l 2#,

ef b

656
1

2
@17~21! l 1 l 11 l 2#, ~A2!

selects out even and odd sums of thel ’s. The factoraS
651

for SPa,v,pa ,pb and 561 for SP f a , f b and adjusts the
relative sign.

The specific linear source terms are
4-9
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La52
i

2
Lv5S l l 1 l 2

22 0 2D ,

Lpb
5

1

2 FA~ l 212!~ l 221!S l l 1 l 2

22 1 1D
1A~ l 222!~ l 213!S l l 1 l 2

22 21 3D G ,
Lpa

5
2 i

2 FA~ l 212!~ l 221!S l l 1 l 2

22 1 1D
2A~ l 222!~ l 213!S l l 1 l 2

22 21 3D G ,
L f a

52 iL f b
5S l l 1 l 2

22 4 22D . ~A3!

Under the assumption of statistical isotropy of the dist
tion fields, the perturbation to the power spectra are given

dCl
EE5

a00

A4p
Cl

EE1 (
l 1l 2SS8

~2l 111!~2l 211!

4p

3Cl 1
SS8aS

1aS8
1

@Cl 2
EEeS

1eS8
1

1Cl 2
BBeS

2eS8
2

#LS* LS8 ,

dCl
BB5

a00

A4p
Cl

BB1 (
l 1l 2SS8

~2l 111!~2l 211!

4p

3Cl 1
SS8aS

2aS8
2

@Cl 2
EEeS

2eS8
2

1Cl 2
BBeS

1eS8
1

#LS* LS8 ,

dCl
EB5

2v00

A4p
~Cl

EE2Cl
BB!1 (

l 1l 2SS8

~2l 111!~2l 211!

4p

3Cl 1
SS8aS

1aS8
2

@Cl 2
EEeS

1eS8
2

1Cl 2
BBeS

2eS8
1

#~2 i !LS* LS8 ,

~A4!

where we have allowed for the possibility of a monopo
term in the calibrationa and rotationv. Such terms often
arise from second order terms in an expansion and c
about through the variance of a distortion field across
sky. They must be kept since the net change to the po
spectrum is itself second order, and they often cancel
linear effects. For example, second order terms in the po
v

Re

04300
-
y

e
e
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e
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ing errors appear as a monopole calibration error. Since th
terms do not transfer power inEE to BB, they are not rel-
evant for the discussion in the main paper.

Temperature leakage terms may similarly be describe
their effect onE and iB:

dXlm
6 5~21!m(

l 1m1
(
l 2m2

A~2l 11!~2l 111!~2l 211!

4p

3S l l 1 l 2

2m m1 m2
DSl 1m1

Q l 2m2
eS

6LS , ~A5!

for SPga ,gb ,da ,db ,q

ega ,db ,q
6 5

1

2
@16~21! l 1 l 11 l 2#,

egb ,da

6 5
1

2
@17~21! l 1 l 11 l 2#, ~A6!

and

Lga
52 iL gb

5S l l 1 l 2

22 2 0D ,

Ldb
5 iL da

5Al 2~ l 211!sS l l 1 l 2

22 1 1D , ~A7!

Lq52A~ l 12!!

~ l 22!!
s2S l l 1 l 2

22 2 0D .

The perturbations to the power spectra are given by

dCl
EE5 (

l 1l 2SS8

~2l 111!~2l 211!

4p
Cl 1

SS8Cl 2
QQeS

1eS8
1 LS* LS8 ,

dCl
BB5 (

l 1l 2SS8

~2l 111!~2l 211!

4p
Cl 1

SS8Cl 2
QQeS

2eS8
2 LS* LS8 ,

~A8!

dCl
EB5 (

l 1l 2SS8

~2l 111!~2l 211!

4p
Cl 1

SS8Cl 2
QQeS

1eS8
2

~2 i !

3LS* LS8 .

This completes the general description of the polarizat
contamination from the class of map distortions consider
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